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The notion that feminism can be pluralistic1 is valuable in establishing an inclusive 
environment and requires that we must view our own perspectives on feminism as being in a 
state of becoming. Trying to find the ‘correct’ feminist response in unexpected everyday 
situations is problematic. An example that has led to controversy and conflicting reactions is 
when keystone feminist figure Germaine Greer recently argued that the punishment for rape 
cases needs to be reduced if victims are going to be ‘believed’. Greer states that we need to 
redefine rape: 
“Most	rape	is	just	lazy,	just	careless,	insensitive.	Every	time	a	man	rolls		
over	on	his	exhausted	wife	and	insists	on	enjoying	his	conjugal	rights	he		
is	raping	her.	It	will	never	end	up	in	a	court	of	law.”2	
Why is this opinion considered by many to be harmful and inappropriate, but relevant by 
others? How is it that an icon of feminism is making a faux pas in the eyes of many 
contemporary feminists? Is this an incorrect approach to feminism? Is it possible to limit 
feminism to such a reductive dichotomy of ‘correct’ and ‘incorrect’? The multitude of 
perspectives on what feminism entails demonstrates its fluidity: a characteristic integral to its 
function in the contemporary. Feminist scholar Elizabeth Evans believes that this confusion 
surrounding what third-wave feminism is specifically composed of is essential to its nature3.  
I have encountered this uncertainty in social situations that have demanded an urgent 
reconsidering of what I think I know about feminism. These instances of ambiguity have 
created a space for questioning and reflection and have inspired the premise of my research. I 
have found that confusion can be constructive. It is in this zone of uncertainty where I am 
confronted with my lack of knowledge that incites reflection and a creative response. 
Working through these conundrums within my art practice allows time for deep 
contemplation, away from the urgency of social interaction. I utilise textiles and needlework 
to discuss gender as it has traditionally been taught to us and to highlight harmful prescribed 
structures and rules of society. I hope to to draw attention to social instances where the 
appropriate action isn’t always clear.  
It is essential to be critical of where you stand in regards to information provided to 
you since childhood, in order to create an environment where inclusivity and equality is 
possible. Being in a constant state of questioning and growth can be both enlightening and 
                                                
1 Roxane Gay, Bad Feminist (London: Corsair, 2014) 12. 
2 Mark Brown, “Germaine Greer calls for punishment for rape to be reduced,” The Guardian, May 31, 2018, 
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2018/may/30/germaine-greer-calls-for-punishment-for-to-be-reduced. 
3 Evans, Elizabeth, The Politics of Third Wave Feminisms: Neoliberalism, Intersectionality, and the State in 
Britain and the US. (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015), 22. 
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confusing, a duality I have explored in my research and in the creation of my body of work, I 
hung out his washing and it made me feel guilty (2018). I focus on this space of perplexity, 
recalling particular instances that have caused me to reconsider my ideas around feminism 
and hence readjust my perspective. 
In the first chapter I will briefly describe the context of the relationship between 
women and textiles and how the rejection of the ‘craft’ label can be paralleled to the birth of 
feminism. In the second chapter I will give examples of artists from the 1970’s, 80’s and 90’s 
who engaged with ‘feminist art’. These profiles will map the emergence and development of 
the adoption and reappropriation of symbols of the feminine to convey a feminist message. I 
will then describe the way in which some contemporary artists who work with textiles engage 
with their own perspectives on issues relating to feminism and gender. Thirdly, I will 
describe the premise of I hung out his washing and it made me feel guilty. Each work in this 
series, Feminism is like an onion, Prescribed Reading List, and Burn Banana, Burn utilise 
humour and the connotations that the materials carry to recall particular perplexing instances 
that have caused me to reconsider my preconceived ideas of feminism and hence shift my 
outlook. 
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The Historical Association of Crafts and the Feminine  
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The shift in definition of needlework and textile arts from that of ‘craft’ to fine art in 
the Postmodernism period can be invariably linked to the growth of feminism. The link 
between crafts and women began in the Victorian period, where the conventional femininity 
construct was projected onto them. Women’s role in life was reduced to the domestic sphere. 
Any creative work they produced was limited to their home environment, never considered 
beyond a craft. On the other hand, men’s artistic endeavours were celebrated and considered 
valuable in the fine arts world. This generated a segregation and stemmed the perception that 
a woman's work is lesser than a man’s. In Subversive Stitch, Parker maps out how this 
connection between women and crafts came to be, and how women went on to establish a 
movement of resistance towards the oppression they faced. This defiance instigated the birth 
of feminism and paved the way for reconsidering gender constructs.  
Originally, in the Medieval period, both men and women utilised embroidery as a 
practical and decorative medium. In fact, at this time embroidery retained equal status to that 
of painting and sculpture in the creative field4. However, Parker cites that during the 
Victorian period “historians of embroidery obscured its past and instead suggested that 
embroidery had always been an inherently female activity, a quintessentially feminine craft.”5 
It was imparted that ‘feminine’ qualities of being submissive and gentle should occur 
naturally in a woman. In A Plea for Women, Mrs Hugo Reed described,  “Woman is taught to 
believe, that for one half of the human race, the highest end of civilisation is to cling upon the 
other, like a weed upon a wall”6 (quoted in Parker, 1984).	Unsurprisingly, there is 
documentation of women from the nineteenth century who found the femininity construct to 
be oppressive. Sarah Ellis revealed in her books that, “far from coming naturally, achieving 
the Victorian feminine ideal was demanding, debilitating and demoralising.”7 Some women 
attempted to reject standards of femininity, demanding their creative endeavours be 
recognised as equal to that of men and accepted as fine art. Women of the Russian 
Revolution in 1917-1920 sought to invert this link between femininity and textiles in their 
protest pieces, retaining the elegant and aesthetically pleasing facets, but detaching ideas of 
frailty and dependence8.  
“Not	only	banners	but	parasols	too	were	embroidered	in	the	Suffrage	colours	of		
green,	purple,	and	white	with	the	initials	WSPU,	and	carried	on	the	marches.	The		
                                                
4 Parker, Subversive Stitch, 17. 
5 Ibid, 17. 
6 Ibid, 18. 
7 Ibid, 148. 
8 Ibid, 197. 
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parasol	was	such	a	quintessentially	feminine	object	that,	taken	in	conjunction	with		
embroidery,	it	suggests	that	the	use	of	the	art	by	the	movement	was	tactical,	to		
counter	anti-suffrage	propaganda	that	constantly	depicted	feminists	as		
‘large-handed,	big-footed,	flat-chested	and	thin	lipped.”9	
Contemporary artist Kate Walker found inspiration in the protest banners and the way 
that feminine connotations drawn from the materials were inverted to create an image of 
strength and independence. In an interview with Parker in Subversive Stitch, she states:  
“Femininity	and	sweetness	are	part	of	a	woman’s	strength.	Passivity	and	obedience,		
moreover,	are	the	very	opposites	of	the	qualities	necessary	to	make	a	sustained		
effort	in	needlework…	Quiet	strength	need	not	be	mistaken	for	useless		
vulnerability.”10	
Acts of protest such as the Women of the Russian Revolution’s marches signified the 
beginnings of the feminist movement. Historically, feminism can be loosely classified into 
‘waves’ which mark out milestones and prominent ideologies, primarily reflecting changes in 
the United States and Western world. First-wave feminism is cited as having roots around the 
1920’s, focusing on legal issues regarding women such as the right to vote. Second-wave 
feminism originated in the United States in the early 1960’s and continued until the 1980’s. 
Its influence was evident soon across the Western countries, engaging topics of sexuality, 
family, the workplace, reproductive rights and official legal inequalities11. In the early 1990’s 
in the United States12, third-wave feminism embraced individualism and diversity and sought 
to redefine what it meant to be a feminist13. The re-evaluation of feminism and its function 
was integral to this period. In 2012, feminism received a resurgence in popularity, which 
began what we are purportedly in now: the fourth wave. Social media was a predominant 
influence in the popularity increase14, concentrating on topics such as justice for women and 
the opposition to sexual harassment, body shaming, sexist imagery in the media, online 
                                                
9 Ibid, 198.	
10 Ibid, 207. 
11 “Women’s movement (political and social movement),” Britannica Online Encyclopaedia, accessed 13 
August, 2018, https://www.britannica.com/topic/womens-movement.  
12 Evans, Elizabeth, The Politics of Third Wave Feminisms: Neoliberalism, Intersectionality, and the State in 
Britain and the US. (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015), 22. 
13 Ibid, 22. 
14 Kira Cochrane, “The Fourth Wave of Feminism: Meet the Rebel Women,” The Guardian, December 10, 
2013, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/dec/10/fourth-wave-feminism-rebel-women. 
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misogyny and intersectional approaches15. It must be noted that while the nature of this 
movement is to be continually evolving, there is a fundamental core framework that remains 
constant, as explained in Art and Feminism: Twenty-First Century Perspectives: 
	“Feminism	scrutinises	the	building	blocks	of	culture	and	identity,	seeking	to	explain		
how	power	relations—including	those	that	naturalise	gender	inequality—are		
embedded	in	knowledge	and	practice.	It	illuminates	the	assumptions	that	shape		
understanding	and	exposes	gaps	in	perspectives	to	generate	more	complex,	inclusive		
and	comprehensive	histories	and	theories,	creating	paths	to	greater	social	justice		
and	equity.”16		
 Utilising textiles to consciously align one’s artwork with and acknowledge the history 
of women’s knowledge and labour became popular in the 1970’s. The emergence of ‘feminist 
art’ occurred at this time, and aimed to tackle issues surrounding inequality and question the 
notion of gender constructs. Elizabeth Emery, an artist and lecturer at the Textiles Studio in 
The University of South Australia explains the use of textiles to convey a message relating to 
women: 
“contemporary	subversive	textiles	are	not	simply	a	‘revival’	of	past	traditions,	but		
rather	it	can	be	understood	as	a	continuation	of	a	long	thread	in	the	history	of		
women’s	subversive	stitching.”17	
 
  
                                                
15 Courtney E. Martin, Vanessa Valenti, "#FemFuture: Online Revolution," Barnard Centre for Research on 
Women, no.8 (April, 2013): 3-34, http://bcrw.barnard.edu/wp-content/nfs/reports/NFS8-FemFuture-Online-
Revolution-Report-April-15-2013.pdf.  
16 Jacqueline Millner, Catriona Moore & Georgina Cole, “Art and Feminism: Twenty-First Century 
Perspectives,” Australian and New Zealand Journal of Art, 15, no.2 (2015): 143, https://doi-
org.ezproxy1.library.usyd.edu.au/10.1080/14434318.2015.1089816.  
17 Elizabeth Emery, “From Stitching by Candlelight to Crafting Online: Textiles, self-representation and 
continuing histories of subversive stitches,” Cut Cloth, accessed August 15, 2018, 
https://www.cutcloth.co.uk/publication. 
 
Figure 1 
 
Elizabeth Emery, Visibility (I Am Here), 
2014, cross-stitch with cotton thread 
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This active rejection of the ‘craft’ label was exemplified in feminist art of the 1970’s 
and continued into the contemporary, a reflection of the struggle against the suppression of 
rigid gender constructs. Art became a vehicle to communicate ideas and new thoughts: a 
platform where artists could reconsider ingrained and sometimes harmful societal structures 
and allow the audience to do the same. Different topics within feminism have come into 
focus during these periods, reflecting shifting values and advancements and providing a 
plethora of opinions to consider. 
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Many artists have employed textiles and needlework to initiate discourse around 
feminism and societal power structures. With an awareness of the association between 
women and ‘craft’, artists are able to re-appropriate these materials to challenge and 
comment on traditional ideas surrounding gender. Visual language is a powerful tool to 
generate dialogue around topics that receive insufficient attention. As Millner explains, 
“For	decades	now,	feminist	art	history	and	feminist	art	practice	have	honed	the	tools		
to	analyse	one	of	the	most	powerful	means	of	narrating	power	relations	and		
transmitting	dominant	values:	our	image	culture.”18		
An iconic example of adopting and re-appropriating traditional symbols of the 
feminine to convey a feminist message can be seen in Judy Chicago’s Dinner Party (1974-
79). Themes of domesticity were manifested in the table settings almost ironically, mocking 
the artificial link between women and the domestic. Held at Elizabeth A. Sackler Center for 
Feminist Art at the Brooklyn Museum, the installation was a multi-faceted piece, the central 
focus on a ceremonial equilateral triangle-shaped table which held individual place settings 
for thirty-nine influential historical female figures. Placed upon each hand-made setting were 
uniquely designed ceramic plates, each depicting variations of ambiguous petal shaped 
wings, which can be viewed both as floral and vulva-like structures19.  The intention was to 
celebrate the achievements of women throughout history, and to remove the stigma 
associated with their physicality, using needlework and ceramics.  
 
 
                                                
18 Millner, Moore & Cole, Art and Feminism, 143. 
19 Sasha Weiss, “Judy Chicago, the Godmother,” New York Times, February 7, 2018, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/07/t-magazine/judy-chicago-dinner-party.html.	
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Figure 2 
 
Judy Chicago, Wing Three from The Dinner Party, 1979, 
gold ceramic chalices and utensils, napkin with an 
embroidered edge, china-painted plates, 1463 × 1463 cm 
 
 
 
In the 1970’s, Faith Ringgold became responsive to women’s relative involvement in 
the art world as she became aware of the minute percentage of women represented in art 
institutions. She participated in a protest condemning the Whitney Museum in 1970 for 
representing such few women in the Biennials: only eight women out of 151 artists in 196920. 
Her practice evolved to embody her experience as a woman of colour in the art world. In 
1983 she began to incorporate images and handwritten text in her painted “story quilts”21 
which blurred the boundary between arts and craft to convey open-ended conversations and 
narratives. In Who’s Afraid of Aunt Jemima (1983), Ringgold focuses on familiar advertising 
character Aunt Jemima, who had received scrutiny based on her appearance. As Ringgold 
describes, “People [are] yelling about Aunt Jemima and condemning her because she’s fat 
and black and [has] a big nose.”22 Ringgold decided to rewrite the story of Aunt Jemima, to 
                                                
20 “The Biennial and Women Artists: A Look Back at Feminist Protests and the Whitney,” Whitney Museum of 
American Art, Last modified May 3, 2010, 
https://whitney.org/Education/EducationBlog/BiennialAndWomenArtists. 
21 “Faith Ringgold,” Guggenheim, accessed October 3, 2018, https://www.guggenheim.org/artwork/artist/faith-
ringgold. 
22	“Faith Ringgold: Aunt Jemima Focus,” Visionary Project, YouTube, last modified March 22, 2010, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K1AXCF2h3cQ.	
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subvert the way she was portrayed into a successful entrepreneur: “I’m going to rewrite her 
life and I’m going to give her a career and a family and talk about the important things in her 
life, not the way she looks… because that’s stupid.”23 Ringgold’s activism and practice 
became paramount in the fight for recognition of women’s art, repurposing craft-associated 
mediums into works of fine art to create messages that fought against harmful stereotypes 
and perceptions of women in the African American community. 
 
 
Figure 3 
 
Faith Ringgold, Who’s Afraid of Aunt Jemima?, 1983, acrylic on canvas, 
dyed, painted and pieced fabric, 90 x 80 inches 
 
 
  
                                                
23 Ibid. 
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Tracey Emin’s Everyone I’ve Ever Slept With 1963-1995 (1995), also known as The 
Tent24, used traditional appliqué needlework methods in a contemporary setting to highlight 
the common feminist notion of the personal as political. Using appliqué to inscribe the names 
of lovers, friends and family who she had physically laid in bed with, be it platonically or 
sexually, Emin was creating a point of bringing the private and domestic into a public gallery 
space, a protest against the repression of women and the stigma associated with their 
sexuality. In her biographical statement on her website, Emin explains her use of traditional 
embroidery methods to create a personal and provocative feminist work: “By re-
appropriating conventional handicraft techniques – or ‘women’s work’ – for radical 
intentions, Emin’s work resonates with the feminist tenets of the ‘personal as political’.”25 
Tent was both intimate and bold, creating an opportunity for the audience to consider stigmas 
surrounding women’s sexuality and their traditional correlation to the private sphere.  
 
 
Figure 4 
 
Tracey Emin, Everyone I Have Ever Slept With 1963 – 1995, 1995,  
appliquéd tent, mattress and light 122x 245 x 214 cm 
 
 
Raquel Ormella has repeatedly utilised needlework for its craft and gender 
implications to examine interpretations of equality. The physical action of sewing, joining 
pieces of material together with thread, is treated in her practice as a metaphor for 
connectivity between people. Ormella explains her choice to sew: “Perhaps now embroidery 
                                                
24 Neil Brown, Tracey Emin, (London: Tate Publishing, 2006) 83. 
25 “Biography,” Tracey Emin Studio, accessed October 3, 2018, http://www.traceyeminstudio.com/biography/.	
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can be seen as carrying the hope for connection, for equality – one that of has not yet been 
achieved.”26	Ormella cites Parker’s Subversive Stitch as a seminal text, playing an influential 
role in the making of her series All These Small Intensities (2017), through which she 
intended to rethink the gendered nature of art-making27. These profoundly personal works, 
evident in the titles: I hope you get this, Feminist politics, All these small intensities, 
Contemporary embroidery, Drawing with thread, and Grunge ethics, are divided into three 
periods of Ormella’s life. The first relates to her childhood, a time when she was interested in 
‘craft projects’, picking up skills either by observation or taught by her mother. The second 
reflects her time at art school in the 1990’s, when she chose the medium of tapestry and 
embroidery as a form of anti-painting28: a rebellion against the male-dominated field. The 
third corresponds to the 2000’s when, as she notes, “I became a bit of a hoarder.”29 A lot of 
the embroidery threads she uses in this project have been amassed and stored for years, 
finally being put to use in All These Small Intensities. For Ormella, embroidery offers a sense 
of the potential for inclusion within the art world. Materials that were traditionally reserved 
solely for use-orientated objects or works that were restricted to the domestic sphere can now 
provide an opportunity to create objects beyond use-orientation that convey a message or 
perspective for people with these skills.  
 
Figure 5 
 
Raquel Ormella, All these small intensities, 2017-18, silk and cotton 
embroidery thread on linen and Perspex, dimensions variable 
                                                
26 “I hope you get this: Raquel Ormella,” Shepparton Art Museum, accessed May 28, 2018, 
http://www.sheppartonartmuseum.com.au/event-details/!/488/event/raquel-ormella. 
27 “i hope you get this: Raquel Ormella,” Shepparton Art Museum, accessed August 10, 2018, 
http://www.sheppartonartmuseum.com.au/assets/files/documents/education/RaquelOrmella_EduKit__Final.PD
F. 
28 SAM., “Raquel Ormella.” 	
29 Ibid. 
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Grayson Perry’s art practice examines the prescribed “rules of society”30 by 
challenging generic gender formats and evaluating their effects on a conscious and 
subconscious level. Similarly to my practice, he aims to draw attention to and analyse 
underlying habitual perceptions people hold in their individual and social worlds31.	The 
binary nature of the deep-rooted conventional gender model is a theme that underlines a 
significant portion of his practice and has a personal relevance for the artist. Claire, the alter 
ego developed from Perry’s cross-dressing can be seen as a form of emotional escape: a 
conceived fantasy world where he can exist with a feeling of comfort and safety32. The 
extreme personification of condensed femininity33 that is conveyed in Claire’s exaggerated 
makeup and extroverted attire, can be seen as the paradox of the macho male34 and is an 
effort to resist the restrictive masculine gender profiling placed upon Perry during childhood. 
He explains his desire to cross-dress: 	
“I	feel	compelled	to	dress	like	this	by	a	part	of	myself	that	is	bursting	to	find		
expression:	a	part	of	me	that	is	vulnerable,	softer,	gentler,	wondrous	and	even		
sweet.	A	part	of	me	that	as	a	boy	I	discarded	and	buried	as	a	survival	strategy	in	a		
harsh	environment.”35		
In his series The Vanity of Small Differences (2012), Perry likewise acknowledges “the 
aesthetic qualities often dubbed ‘feminine’” 36 that are present in the tapestry medium used. 
By using the material with its connotations in mind, Perry plays a vital part in redefining it as 
an art medium. He explains: “Although I use the emotional and intellectual framework of a 
craft medium… I see myself as an artist, not as part of the crafts movement.”37 By using 
tapestry and quintessentially feminine dress, Perry attempts to challenge strict gender formats 
and offers a more progressive and open approach to identity. He cites feminism as an 
inspiration in trying to abolish these rigid structures: 
 “I	think	feminism	is	now	supposedly	in	its	fourth	iteration	and	it	means	that	women		
are	way	in	front.	Men	sometimes	still	regard	gender	as	a	women's	issue	and	men		
                                                
30 “Map of Truths and Belief,” Art Gallery of New South Wales, accessed May 20, 2018, 
https://www.artgallery.nsw.gov.au/collection/works/143.2014/. 
31 Grayson Perry, Rachel Kent and Mike Baird, My Pretty Little Art Career (Sydney: Museum of Contemporary 
Art Australia, 2015) 37. 
32 “Making Himself Claire”, Walker Art Gallery, accessed July 20, 2018, 
http://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/walker/exhibitions/grayson-perry-dresses/. 
33 Perry, Kent and Baird, Art Career, 30. 
34 Jacky Klein, Grayson Perry (London: Thames & Hudson, 2009) 139. 
35 Perry, Kent and Baird, “Art Career”, 96. 
36 Ibid,43. 
37 Grayson Perry, “A refuge for artists who play it safe,” The Guardian, March 5, 2005, 
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2005/mar/05/art. 
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need	to	really	catch	up	if	they're	going	to	work	in	the	21st	Century	because	they're		
going	to	find,	suddenly,	that	they're	irrelevant	or	a	lot	of	'masculinity'	is	irrelevant.”38		
To understand gender constructs it is important to realise that the focus of feminism should 
not revolve around women but more broadly on equality and the freedom of expression for 
all genders.  
	
	
Figure 6 
 
Grayson Perry attends the opening of his major show in the US  
'Grayson Perry Making Meaning', 2018 
	
Lara Schnitger’s works I Want Kids (2005) and Suffragette City (2016) upend the 
feminine undertones implied by textiles to both express concerns regarding expectations of 
women and to protest sexual discrimination within the art world. I Want Kids is an open 
expression of frustration in mediating supposed conflicting desires within traditional notions 
of feminism. Schnitger stencils the text “I WANT KIDS” on to an indeterminate plush 
sculpture which is constructed mostly from tartan material and propped up somewhat 
awkwardly on three legs. The contrast between the bold protest-poster like text and the 
comfort conveyed by the pyjama-like material creates a sense of tension within the work, 
perhaps suggesting the struggle to mediate the desire to have children with feminist ideology. 
Schnitger makes reference to both femininity and conservative expectations of feminism to 
                                                
38 I-D staff, “redefining the modern male with grayson perry,” I-D Vice, October 26, 2016, https://i-
d.vice.com/en_uk/article/qvbd8d/redefining-the-modern-male-with-grayson-perry.	
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forge an individualised perspective that can allow a sense of freedom in one’s lifestyle 
choices.  
 
 
 
Figure 7 
 
Lara Schnitger, I Want Kids, 2005, stencil on plaid, cotton, 
fake fur, wood, zipper and pins, 
overall: 211 x 251 x 211cm 
 
Designed and executed simultaneously as a performance piece and a protest for the rights 
of women within the art world, Suffragette City also employed textiles to prompt feminist 
themes. Schnitger amassed a group of people and dressed them in jumpsuits and dresses 
inspired by twentieth century suffragettes. The procession marched through New York 
chanting “A dress is not a yes!”39 carrying a series of sculptures, quilts and delicate textiles, 
some adorned with lace and sequins. The textile works resembled banners from the 
                                                
39 Sarah Cascone, “I Marched in Lara Schnitger’s Feminist Protest Parade at Freize New York. Here’s What It 
Was Like,” Art Net, May 3, 2018. https://news.artnet.com/market/lara-schnitger-frieze-live-feminist-protest-
1277960. 
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Suffragette protests of the early nineteenth century. The sculptures situated on the tall poles 
carried in Suffragette City were presented almost as voodoo sticks, held in front of the 
marchers for metaphorical protection as if to say “I don’t want to be touched.”40 The march 
aimed to draw into attention and rally against sexual assaults and unequal pay of women 
within the art world. As the Suffragettes had done, Schnitger draws on traditional modes of 
making assigned to women, inverting them to create a message of protest against inequality. 
 
 
Figure 8 
 
Lara Schnitger, Suffragette City (Hammer Museum,  
Los Angeles, USA), 2016.  
 
 
 
 
  
                                                
40 Cascone, “Schnitger’s Protest.”	
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When developing a personal relationship with feminism, its pluralistic nature and 
contradictory positions can make this process quite challenging, requiring an open mind and 
a willingness to consider new ideas. As this movement or set of ideologies is constantly 
developing, one’s framework for navigating life must remain open to refinement. As a 
woman in her mid-twenties who identifies as a feminist, I have become aware of ingrained 
sexist attitudes, internal and external, absorbed during childhood. Gaining self-awareness and 
hindsight has allowed me to begin to unlearn harmful mindsets and attitudes. Consequently, 
when faced with situations in a social setting, it is sometimes necessary to re-evaluate 
preconceptions of gender and personal values regarding feminism, which can be a 
challenging feat to achieve when put on the spot. Judith Butler explains that feminism’s 
ability to contain manifold perspectives consistent with its ideologies concurrently and its 
constant progression as necessary strengths: 
	“I	am	not	sure	that	I	can	define	feminism.	In	my	mind,	feminism	is	a	historical		
movement,	so	we	have	to	ask,	what	has	it	become	and	what	is	it	becoming?	I	try	to		
register	definitions	of	feminism	when	I	come	across	them,	but	I	do	not	understand		
myself	in	a	position	to	define	feminism.	It	could	be	that	I	do	not	want	feminism	to		
have	a	fixed	definition,	but	that	is	because	I	want	it	to	remain	alive,	becoming	more		
expansive,	inclusive	and	powerful.”41	
When writer Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie attempted to form a personal relationship 
with feminism, she too had to unlearn and reject sexist preconceptions that were traditional of 
her culture. In her TED talk in December 2012, she recalled a time when she was publicising 
one of her books and a journalist offered her some advice. He told her not to call herself a 
feminist as “feminists are women who are unhappy because they could not find husbands.”42 
She hence decided to call herself a “happy feminist.”43 When a Nigerian academic told her 
that “feminism wasn’t African”44, she decided to call herself a “happy African feminist.”45 At 
some point, she was referring to herself as a “happy African feminist, who does not hate men 
and who likes lip gloss and who wears high heels for herself and not for men.”46 Fed up with 
defending the label to people who retained misleading stereotypes of feminism to be true, she 
                                                
41 Nayereh Tohidi and Judith Butler. “An Interview on Feminist Ethics and Theory with Judith Butler.” Journal 
of Middle East Women’s Studies 13, no. 3 (2017): 461-468. https://muse.jhu.edu/article/677745. 
42 Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, “We should all be feminists,” filmed December 2012 at TEDxEuston, video, 
29:28, https://www.ted.com/talks/chimamanda_ngozi_adichie_we_should_all_be_feminists. 
43 Ibid. 
44 Ibid. 
45 Ibid. 
46 Ibid. 
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established her own definition: “a man or woman who says yes there’s a problem with gender 
as it is today and we must fix it… we must do better.”47 
Roxane Gay similarly sought to define her own complex and contradictory sense of 
being a feminist: a ‘bad feminist’. In her book Bad Feminist, she explains: “I embrace the 
label of bad feminist. I do so because I am flawed and human.”48 Gay believes that because 
she is “not terribly well versed in feminist history” or “not as well read in key feminist texts 
as [she] would like to be” and has “interests and personality traits and opinions that may not 
fall in line with mainstream feminism” 49 that she must prefix her feminist stance with a 
negatively-toned adjective. She does so in order to defend her supposed imperfections, as a 
sort of pre-emptive protection from criticism, while still categorising herself as a feminist50. 
By taking ownership of her alleged flaws, she is claiming her own version of how she 
interacts with feminism. This diverse approach is necessary given the collective’s nature:  
“being	such	a	diverse	group	of	people,	it	is	unlikely	feminists	will	ever	fully	agree	on		
every	single	gender	issue;	however,	recognizing	those	differences	exist,	being		
respectful	of	different	opinions	and	experiences,	and	engaging	in	dialogue	in	a		
productive	manner	can	get	us	closer	to	the	place	we	can	all	agree	on—equality.”51		
While I agree with this to be true and essential in reaching the core value of feminism, 
equality, the pluralistic nature of feminism does lend itself to room for interpretation and 
perplexity when determining what it constitutes of on an everyday level. Gay believes this is 
due to the movement being constructed by many different people of different contexts, who 
are not ‘perfect’: “in truth, feminism is flawed because it is a movement powered by people 
and people are inherently flawed.”52 As well, Butler cites a difficulty in having an 
overarching authority to define feminism:  
	“How	does	‘womanhood’	get	defined;	on	what	assumptions	does	it	depend?	And,	if		
a	feminist	movement	defines	itself	as	fighting	for	women’s	rights,	whose	rights	does		
it	have	in	mind?”53 
                                                
47 Ibid. 
48 Gay, Bad Feminist, 10. 
49 Ibid, 10. 
50 Ibid, 11. 
51 Colby E Roate, "#ourFword: Understand Contemporary Feminism in a Media-Saturated Landscape." 
(Masters of Science, Southern Illinois University Carbondale, 2015) 52. 
https://opensiuc.lib.siu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.google.com.au/&httpsredir=1&article=179
1&context=gs_rp. 
52 Gay, Bad Feminist, 10. 
53 Molly Fischer, “Think gender is a performance? You have Judith Butler to thank for that,” New York 
Magazine, June 13, 2016, https://www.thecut.com/2016/06/judith-butler-c-v-r.html. 
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I propose omitting the label of ‘bad’ when describing one’s feminist ideologies if they 
don’t align with traditional or older forms of feminism. While I appreciate the concept, is it 
really possible to apply a good/bad dichotomy when discussing feminism? Upon trying to 
navigate the complexities of the feminist landscape which is constantly working to redefine 
itself, managing its contradictions and paradox is essential. Though, uncertainty can be 
profitable as it can signify the shifting of knowledge and the opportunity for a positive 
process of ongoing becoming and learning.  
As we reassess and adjust our personal relationship with feminism it essential to 
consider the traditional binary gender roles on which the original basis for feminism was 
formed. The idea that the term ‘woman’ has a fixed definition supposedly “operates as a 
policing force which generates and legitimizes certain practices, experiences, etc., and 
curtails and delegitimizes others.” 54 Butler's view is that ‘woman’ can never be defined in a 
way that does not prescribe some unspoken normative requirements55. She believes that 
gender is not “a stable identity or locus of agency from which various acts follow; rather, 
gender is … instituted … through a stylized repetition of [habitual] acts.”56 We align our 
choices of clothes, the way we style our hair, walk, sit and speak with what is consistent of 
the traditional gender roles assigned to us at birth. Gender is an accumulation of learnt habits, 
subconsciously ingrained into our psyche from a young age. The process of unlearning and 
re-learning our intrinsic sexist attitudes that I perceive to be an integral part of feminism, also 
includes a modification of philosophies of gender.  Henceforth, as Butler believes, the 
gendered ‘woman’ should not be the central basis for feminist politics57, instead the focus 
should be on understanding how power functions shape our understanding of womanhood 
within feminism and society at large.  
While it is important to discuss the overarching theory behind feminism, it can often 
be more complicated on a social and everyday level. I am not the only one experiencing 
perplexity when trying to critically engage with feminist thought in an immediate and 
personal way58. Rian Phin’s frequently expresses bafflement and frustration in attempting to 
traverse the trivial nuances of being a feminist and what that means in the contemporary. Her 
YouTube channel consists of her debating issues and leaving open ended questions for the 
audience to consider. For example, in Should We Buy / Wear "Feminist" Clothes? she 
                                                
54 L. Nicholson, Gender, in A Companion to Feminist Philosophy (Malden: Blackwell Publishers Inc., 1998), 
293. 
55 Judith Butler, Gender Trouble (London: Routledge, 1999), 530. 
56 Ibid, 519. 
57 Butler, Gender Trouble, 529. 
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discusses the legitimacy and appropriateness of wearing apparel that incorporates the word 
‘feminist’ or other such feminist related slogans within their design. Phin depicts various 
sides of the argument: on one hand it is a positive action to showcase your support for the 
movement. However, if the item of clothing was generated in a sweatshop or in equivalently 
unethical conditions that may perhaps exploit women, is wearing the clothing still in line with 
feminist values? Phin further obscures the issue with the notion that when people source 
information on feminism from computers and iPhones, they may be utilising tools that also 
may be made in an unethical manner. Does that then mean you are being a ‘bad’ feminist? 
Where does one draw the line? 
An equally confusing instance occurred to me as I was made to debate my personal 
ethics in a club in Paris. It started when I was reading a part of Bad Feminist, where Gay 
points out lyrics from Robin Thicke’s song Blurred Lines that can be seen as harmful in its 
message. The lyrics, “I know you want it” she believes, “revisits the age-old belief that 
sometimes when a woman says no she really means yes.”59 While I agree with her point 
wholeheartedly, does that mean I should protest whenever it comes on? The day I was 
reading this chapter of her book, I was on my way to meet friends overseas whom I had not 
seen in a while. We went out to dance that night and Blurred Lines came on60. Internally, I 
was divided. Do I retreat from the dance floor and sit down in protest, or do I let this one 
slide and choose another time to showcase my feminist values? I chose to continue to dance. 
Does this make me a bad feminist? Should I feel guilty?61  
My formal interest in feminism began somewhat recently. As a child I always 
believed in equality, despite having little awareness of what feminism entailed. The more I 
expand my knowledge on the subject through books, the internet, social media and by talking 
to people, the more varied perspectives I am exposed to. I wholeheartedly accept the 
pluralistic nature of feminism, accommodating the fact that in order to be empowered by 
feminism, I am required to continue to define what it means to me. This has occasionally left 
me perplexed in social situations where I am made to hastily navigate and evaluate my stance 
on a feminist issue of which I had not previously considered. It can be destabilising as you 
may not be able to make a decision in that moment without deep consideration. You may be 
required to pause and ask yourself, am I okay with this? Another everyday example: one day 
I stayed over at my boyfriend’s house and the next morning, he went off for a haircut and 
                                                
59 Gay, Bad Feminist, 187. 
60 I am not exaggerating the timeline.  
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when he returned we were to go for coffee. While he was gone his washing cycle finished 
and I thought maybe I could hang it out for him. I couldn’t help but ask myself, is that a 
feminist thing to do? Am I being ‘unfeminist’ by doing his laundry? It took at least a few 
minutes to decide an action.  
Another particular instance that magnified this internal debate and inspired this body 
of work occurred to my friend Tom. He was once faced with a dilemma where he had a 
meeting with a female client whom he had also become friends with. He debated the correct 
greeting. On one hand, he thought he should hug her as they were quite close. On the other, 
he didn’t want to seem sexist and wanted to show his respect for their equality by shaking her 
hand. He decided to go with the hand shake. She was mildly offended he didn’t hug her. At 
first when he asked my advice, I believed the handshake was indeed the right response, but 
the more I think about it the more unsure I become. 
 There is another instance that spurred my obsession with shaking hands and 
influenced the creation of my work Feminism is like an onion. During post-work drinks one 
night, I was at a table with a few male friends. Another man came up to the table to greet 
some of the people he knew and proceeded to shake their hands and introduce himself to 
those he didn’t, but completely surpassed me. Was this man ignoring me on purpose? Was it 
ingrained in his subconscious that you were not to shake a woman’s hand? The confusion 
mixed with frustration inspired by many instances like the ones described is what inspired my 
series I hung out your washing and it made me feel guilty.  
Initially through this body of work I hoped to express the sometimes humorous, 
sometimes serious moments of uncertainty I and others face when trying to engage with and 
align ourselves with feminism. These spaces where the gaps in knowledge are evident, are 
rich zones that foster creativity and critical thought. Upon reflection on my practice, I 
realised that there isn’t always a singular way to act as a feminist ‘correctly’. Feminism is 
broad and should be understood as a framework to navigate these power structures, where so 
long as the core foundation of equality is kept in mind, the smaller nuances can differ 
between individuals. Social instances that require a swift response leave no time for 
thoughtful reflection which is necessary to analyse the situation. However, an artistic practice 
offers a way to process these instances in the hours required in the studio62. 
Each work in I hung out his washing and it made me feel guilty represents instances 
where I have questioned and reconsidered my stance on feminism or what I think it to mean. 
                                                
62 150 hours of embroidering by hand = lots of thinking time. 
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In “Feminism is like an onion”, formats of embroidery, tapestries and kitschy tea towels are 
referenced to make a humorous expression of my attempt to navigate feminism. The work 
uses ironic references to femininity, inverting them to portray a disdain for traditional gender 
constructs. Embroidered onto linen is a pattern contrived of flowers and foods, taking 
inspiration from the background motif Mille Fleur, commonly present in 15th and 16th century 
tapestries. The mirrored floral composition resembles that of the kitschy tea towel, alluring to 
domestic associations with femininity. In contrast, the demanding message “SHAKE MY 
FUCKING HAND” is just discernible in black thread. This statement is a reflection of the 
two stories regarding shaking hands I made note of above: it references both a disgruntled 
reaction to being ignored due to gender and also an expression of the confusion felt when 
trying to figure out how to best express my feminist morals in an everyday social context. 
The work plays on ambiguity, evident in the text being just readable and the in-between tea 
towel/tapestry/banner layout, paying homage to the awareness of feminism’s many layers and 
interpretations63. 
 
  
Figure 9 
 
Progress photos of work: Melanie Booth, Feminism is like an onion, 2018, embroidery thread on linen 
 
                                                
63 There is also a slight Shrek reference in the title. 
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The grey banner-like work Prescribed reading list aspires to highlight conflicting 
messages and information found in the media and on the internet that can influence our 
thinking and interpretations of feminism. This work was drawn from a meeting I had to 
decide how to begin my research for this topic. As a basic starting point, I googled ‘best 
contemporary feminist texts’ and happened upon a link: “Vogue’s Feminist Reading List”. 
Vogue’s content is tantamount with unrealistic beauty standards presented in media, often 
exploiting insecurities of women to sell products. It is more than ironic for them to be 
suggesting literature on feminism. Has Vogue changed their attitude and is hoping to revamp 
their image? Or are they trying to get more followers? Maybe people who read Vogue may 
also want to read books on feminism, in which case that is perfectly acceptable. However, the 
conflicting ideologies that this situation presents further solidifies just how blurred the lines64 
of feminism are. The lengthy, banner-like format of the artwork can be read as giving the 
contents an ironic air of importance, resembling a scroll-like structure, as if to say ‘this is the 
key representation of contemporary feminism’. The grey felt and black pleather that comprise 
the work hints at what I consider to be office-chic materials in the most exaggerated way: 
Vogue employees being clad in leather in swanky minimalistic offices.  
 
 
Figure 10 
 
Progress shot of work: Melanie Booth, 
Prescribed reading list, 2018, pleather on 
felt. 
 
                                                
64 See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yyDUC1LUXSU.	
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The third work in this installation, entitled Burn Banana, Burn, ridicules the clichéd 
assumption that feminism is about hating men. The title makes reference to (besides the 
image of the banana on fire) the artwork Burn Baby Burn: RIP YBA that was created as a 
memorial piece to the catastrophic fire which burned through Momart storage houses in 
London Docklands and destroyed several priceless works. Among these works was Emin’s 
Tent, which was held as part of Saatchi’s collection of modern art at the time. Thought to be 
partly created as a hoax and partly for attention65, Uri Geller commissioned artist Stuart 
Semple to create a memorial work, consisting of plastic boxes filled with the charred 
fragments.  
The combination of the triangular shape, the fringing at the base edges and the way that 
Burn Banana, Burn, is hung off a horizontal pole incites a resemblance of a flag representing 
a secret society - perhaps one in which bananas are ritually burnt to symbolise a metaphorical 
destruction of phalluses and the rejection of men. The work employs a subtle humour, evoked 
by the over exaggerated kitschy nature of the pastel, shimmery dance costume-like fabric and 
the cartoonish representation of a banana on fire66, in order to ridicule the common 
misconception that feminism involves an inherent hatred of men. 
 
 
Figure 10 
Rough mock-up of install of I hung out his washing and it made me feel guilty 
                                                
65 Charlotte Edwardes, “New Art Rises from Wreckage of Warehouse,” Telegraph, July 18, 2004, 
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/1467257/New-art-rises-from-wreckage-of-warehouse.html.	
66 It is imperative that I note here that the symbol of fire was brought up by Stuart Bailey in one of our very first 
meetings of this year. Since then this symbol has been a recurring theme in our meetings and has now appeared 
in my work. Fire credits to Stu.  
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Humour plays an important part in this series of works by making the work accessible 
for the audience and to help inspire engagement. It can also be seen as a form of rebellion: a 
rejection of harmful misconceptions surrounding women and feminism and a way to express 
my frustration that we even need feminism. Humour in feminist art is not a fresh idea, as 
critic Jennifer Higgie notes:  
“The	1970’s	saw	a	rise	in	the	number	of	women	who	were	working	as	artists	and		
employing	humour,	especially	satire,	as	a	form	of	rebellion	against	male	power		
structures.”67		
Humour and playfulness have often been implored as powerful means to question and alter 
implied structures, explained by Millner as  “destabilising forces that disrupt order, hierarchy 
and expected readings.”68 Likewise humour exists to empower artists and theorists and give 
strength to face further criticism. As Freud wrote,  
“Humour	is	not	resigned,	it	is	rebellious.	It	signifies	not	only	the	triumph	of	the	ego		
but	also	of	the	pleasure	principle,	which	is	able	to	assert	itself	against	the	unkindness		
of	real	circumstance.”69		
I believe within these works, humour becomes a powerful tool to describe the 
empowering but at times confusing process of unlearning sexist attitudes and navigating the 
contemporary feminist landscape in establishing a new and evolving identity. The various 
references to materials associated traditionally with ‘craft’ narrate my attempt to understand 
feminism’s foundation and to re-evaluate my stance within its framework as well as my 
thoughts on the construct of gender.  
 
  
                                                
67 Jennifer Higgie, The Artist’s Joke (London: Whitechapel Gallery; MIT Press, 2007), 12. 
68 Millner, Moore and Cole, “Art and Feminism,” 143-149. 
69 Jo Anna Isaak, Feminism and Contemporary Art: The Revolutionary Power of Women’s Laughter (London: 
Routledge, 2002), 14. 
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In Summary 
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The pluralistic nature of feminism means that uncertainty is inevitable when 
attempting to navigate its complexities within a social environment. As a feminist, one is 
required to build a personally applicable framework for engaging with a world that is always 
changing. Upon encountering unexpected instances that challenge your understanding of 
feminism, it is necessary to review and alter your established values. From working through 
this research and body of work, I am in a place where questioning my developing 
understanding of contemporary feminism is supporting my empowerment and sense of self. It 
is expected that my newly conceived ideas of feminism will shift over time through new 
experiences. 
I have demonstrated that art, like feminism, functions as a structure to analyse societal 
systems and habitual behaviours. In my research I have looked at other artists and theorists 
who investigate their own interpretation of gender. Learned attitudes towards gender are 
made evident in our social interactions. Hence, it is important to become aware of these 
ingrained biases in order to continue to move towards a society where equality can be 
realised. Within these works, I have focused on typically feminine materials to steer the 
conversation towards historical notions of gender constructs. Other artists I have discussed 
have also engaged with inverted feminine symbols to convey perspectives on gender.  
My works in I hung out his washing and it made me feel guilty and the correlating 
research conducted have worked to inform one other in a contemplation of self. The labour 
intensive practice allowed an extensive time for reflection. I feel that the contemplative 
nature of a gallery space is the appropriate place for the meanings of these works and ideas to 
be considered, contrasting to the immediacy of social interaction. A diverse mode of 
communication, art is also a medium more susceptible to conveying humour, and to a wider 
audience than perhaps a dense theoretical text. My aim this year was not to outline a method 
of ‘how to be a good feminist’ but to use my practice to explore and question ideas I’ve held 
about the effects of gender and social interaction. I’ve shared my experience of uncertainty 
with my audience in the hope that they too might become aware of internalised sexist 
thoughts next time they choose whether to shake hands or hug.  
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